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ABSTRACT For applications with high torque demand, gearboxes are commonly used to convert torque
and speed in order to receive higher specific values for torque and power. This causes additional losses, cost,
inaccuracies, effort, and noise. Eliminating the need of a mechanical gear and the associated disadvantages,
Transverse Flux Machines with their high torque density are a very promising alternative. Despite a high
torque density and a high efficiency, these types of machines are not commonly used. Due to the complex
structure, challenges with mechanical design, and modeling of the machine behavior arise. Additionally,
there are high requirements for the inverter due to the low power factor. This paper provides an overview
of the state of the art including the potentials and advantages but also the problems and hindrances of
these types of machines. Relating to linear and rotary machines from research and industry, the machine is
introduced with its history, application and classification. Further, the general technical aspects, the influence
ofmaterials for flux guidance, themethods ofmodeling, methods for aminimization of torque ripples, as well
as methods for power factor improvement are presented.

INDEX TERMS Direct drive, electric machines, modulated pole machines, permanent magnet machines,
power factor, review, rotating machines, torque density, torque ripple, transverse flux machines.

I. INTRODUCTION
This review aims to paint a complete picture of the Transverse
FluxMachine (TFM) considering all significant international
references.

The main characteristics are the comparably high gravi-
metric torque density and the high efficiency, providing
ideal preconditions for application as direct drive without
the need of a gearbox [1]. Hence, disadvantages of gearing
with elastics, backlash, and noise are eliminated. Drawbacks
are typically high torque ripples, complex design, nonlinear
dynamics, and low power factor [1].

A. HISTORY
The concept of the Transverse Flux Machine was introduced
by W. M. Mordey in 1890 as electric generator [2]. In 1937,
a transverse flux technology for a suspension railway was
presented which was not used for propulsion, but to overcome
the force of gravity [3]. The transverse flux principle was
reintroduced in 1971 by E. R. Laithwaite and J. F. Eastham
from the Imperial College of Science Technology London
[4]–[6] as linear motor. Simultaneously, first developments of
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the Transrapid technology with transverse magnetic circuits
are presented [7]. In 1986, H. Weh from TU Braunschweig
identified the capabilities of the Transverse Flux Machines
with their very high achievable force density and the possible
application as direct drive without the need of a gearbox
[8]–[12]. Research on this machine is ongoing to date. How-
ever, large-scale industrial applications still have not been
implemented.

B. APPLICATIONS
Some typical applications for these machines are connected
with the term of mobility. They are considered as propul-
sion motor of ships [13]–[16], in aerospace applications
[17]–[19], spacecraft application [20], in railway applica-
tions with rotating [21], [22] or linear [23] principle, bus
applications [24], [25] with prototype TFM motor and gen-
erator in serial hybrid layout [26]–[29], as traction drive in
E-Bikes [30]–[32], and in the automotive sector [33], [34].
This type of machine is considered as a traction [35]–[42]
or an in-wheel traction [43]–[48] drive in electric vehicles or
hybrid electric vehicles [49] as well as in peripheral applica-
tions like starter generators [35], [50].

Furthermore, TFMs are considered as electric generators in
the field of renewable energy systems. They are used as direct
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drive solutions in wind turbines [11], [51]–[72], wave energy
generators [73]–[75] and in hydro-power plants [76]–[79].

In addition, robotic systems, such as articulated robot arms,
comprise a promising scope of operation. The high torque
demand and low speed of a single joint correspond with
the characteristics of a TFM, investigated in [1], [80]–[84].
A linear robotic actuator is presented in [85], as well as a
similar type mentioned in [86], which serves as actuator for
a conveyor. In [87], [88] a linear actuator for stocker system
in the display industry is illustrated. Industrial applications
are presented for instance in [89] as a mechanical press and
in [90] as example for the weaving and knitting industry.
In [91], the utilization as direct drives in an extruder for an
injection molding machine and in a turntable are examined.
For industrial or automation applications, the employment as
servo motor is examined in [90], [92]–[94]. The application
in power tools is considered in [95].

FIGURE 1. Definition of a (a) conventional and a (b) transversal flux
machine in linear principle with movement in the direction of the x-axis
according to [4]. Sectional view with soft-magnetics (gray), electrical
conductors (copper), magnetic flux path (green), and electric current (red).

C. DEFINITION OF THE TRANSVERSE FLUX MACHINE
The term ‘‘Transverse Flux Machine’’ was originated by [4]
and refers to the direction of the magnetic flux, which occurs
mainly on a plane transverse to the moving direction. A com-
parison to conventional machines in linear design is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. For conventional machines, in Fig. 1a the
plane of the magnetic flux (x-y) is in parallel with the move-
ment in the direction of the x-axis. For the Transverse Flux
Machine presented in Fig. 1b, the plane of the magnetic flux
(y-z) is perpendicular to the movement. For both principles,
the current corresponds with the x-z-plane.

In Fig. 2, the principles of rotating TFM, Radial Flux
Machine (RFM) and Axial Flux Machine (AFM) are dis-
played. In order to obtain a torque, the linear principles are
wrapped around an axis. For the TFM (Fig. 2a), the linear
TFM arrangement is spooled around the z-axis. The RFM
(Fig. 2b) and the AFM (Fig. 2c) are created by spooling the
arrangement of the conventional machine (Fig. 1a) around an
axis parallel to the z- or to the y-axis.

FIGURE 2. Principles of rotating (a) transverse flux machine (TFM),
(b) radial flux machine (RFM), and (c) axial flux machine (AFM) with
rotation axis EΩ (black), main flux EB (green), and current EI (red).

In publications [34], [96]–[104] the machine is named
‘‘Modulated Pole Machine’’ (MPM), coined by the scientists
of Newcastle University, UK and Höganäs AB, Sweden. This
stems from the principle of the modulation of a two-pole field
from a ring-coil into multi-pole field [34], [105].

II. CLASSIFICATION
The authors [78], [106], [107] classify these types of
machines via a tree-structure. Due to the expanding tree-
structure resulting from of the various possibilities of the
arrangement of these machines and their components, the
TFMs are classified in this paper by listing specific charac-
teristics in analogous to classification presented in [108] as a
suggestion for future classification.

A. CLASSIFICATION VIA MOVEMENT
The simplest form of classification of machines is based on
their movement. Typically, this is divided into linear or rotary,
whereby the machines generate either a force or a torque in
motor operation. Rotating machines are separated into inner-
rotor and outer-rotor, depending on the arrangement of rotor
and stator. Moreover, there is the possibility of a double-sided
arrangement which is also valid for linear machines.

B. CLASSIFICATION VIA EXCITATION
In [1], the general concepts of TFMs regarding excitation
in addition to excitation by stator-winding is divided into
three categories: passive reluctance rotor machines, passive
rotor machines with excitation on the stator, and machines
with PMs on the rotor. The review revealed two additional
categories: the electrically excited rotor machine and the
induction machine.
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1) PASSIVE ROTOR
The generation of torque in passive rotor machines is based
on the reluctance principle. Examples of switched reluctance
(SR) TFMs are given in [50], [109]–[114]. Since there is no
need for PMs, reluctance machines have cost advantages and
are suitable for high temperature applications [110].

2) (PERMANENT MAGNET) EXCITED STATOR WITH PASSIVE
ROTOR
Within this design, all sources of magnetomotive force,
current carrying coil and PMs, are located on the stator.
Depending on the rotor position, the main-flux is switched
clockwise or counter-clockwise around the stator-coil by a
path of soft-magnetic materials with a lower reluctance [78].
This accounts for the name ‘‘Flux Switching Machine’’ [96],
[115], [116] or ‘‘Flux-Reversal Machine’’ [117], [118]. Dif-
ferent designs are described in [119]–[122]. In [88], [123],
a linear actuator is presented, in contrast to the discussed
design with PMs and a coil on the mover side, the stator is
iron only.

In [124]–[126], the field is optimized by a stator- and rotor-
mount PM-shielding increasing the force density compared to
reluctance type.

A design with an excitation by a field winding on the stator
instead of PMs is presented in [127].

3) PERMANENT MAGNET EXCITED ROTOR
Typically, PM excited rotors of TFMs are built in three
configurations: surface-mounted (SM), flux-concentrating
(FC) and axially magnetized (AX). For SM-configurations
(Fig. 3a), the PMs are mounted directly on the rotor sur-
face, whereas the main-flux in FC-configurations (Fig. 3b)
flows through pole pieces of soft-magnetic material [128].
In comparison to TFMs in SM-configuration, TFMs in
FC-configuration have the potential to offer a higher
torque, but are associated with higher torque ripple as well
[129]–[131]. In [132], [133], a complex layout with flux-
concentrating and leakage reduction magnets is outlined.
Structures with AX magnets (Fig. 3c) are illustrated in [134],
with cuboids between the pole pieces or with ring- or disc
shape magnets for rotating machines [67], [135]–[139].

4) ELECTRICALLY EXCITED ROTOR
For the category of the electrically excited TFM, there are a
few publications only [76], [140]. Usually, the rotor is excited
by field coils carrying DC-Current. Reference [140] presents
a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) with an electrically excited
rotor, including a contactless energy transfer.

5) INDUCTION MACHINES
Machines utilizing asynchronous principles with an induced
current in the rotor are identified as transverse flux linear
induction motor [4], [141], [142], or as a rotational induction
motor [143], [144].

FIGURE 3. Configurations of permanent magnet excited rotors of TFMs:
(a) surface-mounted (SM), (b) flux-concentrating (FC), and (c) axially
magnetized (AX).

C. CLASSIFICATION VIA CORE-STRUCTURE
An additional characteristic to classify TFMs is the core
structure of the stator. The most popular structures are dis-
cussed below.

1) U-CORE
A plain design of a TFM is the assembly with U-shaped cores
of soft magnetic material in Fig. 4a, which are located in the
distance of a double pole pitch [145]. For rotational TFMs, the
U-cores are arranged circumferentially around the rotation
axis. Examples for this type of machine are described in [10],
[11], [38], [39], [109], [134], [146]–[149]. The in [150] pre-
sented stator uses chamfered U-cores for a better utilization
of soft magnetic material, resulting in an elliptical design.
Disadvantages of the concept with single U-cores are the
demanding positioning in assembly [111] and the need for
a carrier. As a result, typically>50% of the enclosed volume
by the yoke is non-magnetic material [111]. Finally, only
the magnets of every second pole pitch are used for torque
generation in a specific rotor position.

The papers [10], [11], [60], [151], [152] address this dis-
advantage and present the double-sided stator design, which
is capable to use every pole pitch for torque generation.
Alternatively, in papers [67], [153]–[155], the shape of the
‘‘U’’ is changed. It widens and shears towards the air gap.
The main-flux of every second pole pitch is directed around
the same coil, resulting in two coils per phase (see Fig. 9).

2) U-CORE WITH I-BRIDGE
The U-core with I-brigde (UI) has an additional return path
added to the U-core construction, see Fig. 4b. The advantages
of this configuration consist of an increased performance and
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a reduced cogging torque due to the utilization of the inactive
(not contributing to the generation of torque) PMs of the
U-core structure [131], [156] and the reduced stray flux due
to the additional return path [145]. The shape of the I-core
is often adapted in order to reduce the stray flux between
the U- and I-cores. The main-flux of the rotor yoke is in
tangential direction, which enables the separation of the yoke
in two parts [145]. Examples for thesemachines are described
in [10], [11], [135], [145], [157]–[159] or in [68], [156], [160]
where the I-core is referred to as ‘‘magnetic shunt’’. For this
design, a double-sided structure is possible [10], [11], [156].

3) C-CORE
At first glance, the C-structure in Fig. 4c resembles the
U-structure . Therefore, this is not described uniformly in
publications as in [69], [161], in which the U-core is referred
to as C-core. The shape of the air gap is an essential feature
to distinguish the C- from the U-core. For the U-core, the
air gap creates a single plane (linear) or a single cylinder
surface (rotating). Whereas the description of the air gap of
the C-core requires at least two planes, two cylinder surfaces,
or a combination of the two, depending on the position of the
air gap in the flux path. Examples of this configuration are
publicized in [13], [45], [59], [114], [128], [162]–[169] with
various design characteristics.

4) CP-CORE
The Claw-Pole (CP) or O-core [82], [170] structure is illus-
trated in Fig. 4d. The direction of the main flux in the rotor
is a characteristic of CP-TFMs, which is almost entirely
in a plane, enabling the usage of laminations in the rotor
yoke [82]. The claws cover the entirety or the majority of
the width of the air gap, guiding the transverse components
of the flux. There are various examples for CP-TFMs [42],
[81]–[83], [92], [93], [95], [170]–[179].

The CP-TFM should not be mistaken for Claw-Pole
Machines (CPMs). CPMs are known from the alternator
application in automotive [180]. In contrast to the CP-TFM,
the rotor and not the stator of the CPM is excited by a current
in a ring winding whose field is modulated by the claw
structure. The stator usually resembles that of an RFM.

5) E-CORE
In Fig. 4e an example of an E-core structure is illustrated.
The air gap flux direction of the outer parts of the E-core is
opposite to the direction of the flux in the middle part. The
current in the two windings of E-core TFMs flows in opposite
directions. This design is suitable for linear TFMs such as the
machines in [88], or rotating machines with circumferential
arranged phases in [46], [181]–[187]. TFMs with a single
winding per core element are presented in [132], [133], [142],
[188], [189]. Further, the design of the machine in [190] has
an E-core built out of a C-core with an additional bridge core.
It should be noted that the flux of this arrangement flows
differently than the flux in the structure of Fig. 4e.

6) Z-CORE
The design with Z-core in Fig. 4f is presented in [191].
In an examination [192], additional design guidelines are
expanded due to the remarkable leakage flux. In more
recent research, this type is investigated with double-sided
FC-PM-design [133], [193]–[196].

7) ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES
Structures with so-called ‘‘9’’-core described in [197], [198],
‘‘H’’-core [72], and the group of tubular types
[6], [199]–[209] are neither mentioned, nor further illustrated
in this paper.

FIGURE 4. Overview of core structures with coil (colored in copper),
magnets (green/red), and soft magnetic material (gray) of main flux path.

D. CLASSIFICATION VIA SOFT-MAGNETIC MATERIALS
The choice of soft-magnetic materials has an influence on the
design and the ratings of the machines. Typical machines are
separated in laminated machines, Soft-Magnetic-Composite
(SMC) machines and hybrid machines. More information
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about influence of soft-magnetic materials can be found in
section IV.

E. CLASSIFICATION VIA ARRANGEMENT OF PHASES
Another category to structure TFMs is the spatial arrange-
ment of phases. The axial arrangement (Fig. 5a) has the
advantage of a modular design which enables the increase
of torque by modularly increasing of the number of the
phases [58]. Besides the axial arrangement, the phases are
added up in circumferential direction (Fig. 5b) [45], [155],
[169], [184], [210], [211]. This has the advantage of a
flat design, accepting inactive sections for torque produc-
tion between the phases and unbalanced magnetic forces,
thereby causing mechanical vibrations [210]. Transferring
these structures to a linear topology, the phases are arranged
side by side (related to axial arrangement, Fig. 5a) or one
behind the other (related to circumferential arrangement,
Fig. 5b).

Additionally, there are designs in which the mechanical
coupling of the phases is realized by mechanic solutions
e.g. by gearing (Fig. 5c) as presented in [84], or by construc-
tions as presented in [212] with single integrated phases in
each of the two bearing blocks of a water wheel. This results
in spatially distributed phases.

FIGURE 5. Mechanical arrangement of phases: (a) axially arranged,
(b) circumferentially arranged, (c) spatially distributed, design based on
structure of [81].

III. SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES, TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES AND COMPARISONS OF TFMs
As illustrated in the following, the research on TFMs is
motivated by the specific advantages of the machine con-
cept, although the broad application is inhibited by a lack
of satisfactory solutions to certain challenges. This section
presents the advantages and disadvantages mentioned in the
examined publications. Further, a summary of comparisons
with conventional machines and a comparison of prototype-
TFMs is presented.

A. ADVANTAGES OF TFMs
The advantages of TFMs compared to conventional machines
discussed in the reviewed publications are listed below.

1) HIGH TORQUE DENSITY
The high torque density of TFMs is the major advantage men-
tioned in multiple publications. In a comparison [213], [214],
TFMs are able to provide a high specific tangential force com-
pared to conventional machines (def. of Fig. 1a). This offers
the potential of a direct drive solution with the elimination of
the gearbox, preventing associated losses. Depending on the
specific application, the TFM offers opportunities of a higher
total efficiency for the electric drive train.

2) DECOUPLED MAGNETIC AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN
PARAMETERS
One main advantage of the TFM-concept is the decoupling
of electric and magnetic design parameters and thus the
loading [8], [57], [215]. With these degrees of freedom,
a large coil cross-section with convenient slot shapes is
achieved [8].

Likewise, the magnetic path has less restrictions in design.
A small pole pitch is possible without affecting the coil cross-
section [8], thus enabling the high torque density.

3) MISSING END WINDINGS
Due to the ring-coil of the stator windings, the conduc-
tor length is minimized and reduced to the circumferential
dimension [8]. Compared to a RFM, there are no end wind-
ings, which is beneficial for the resistive loss and reducing
the copper mass [153]. Additionally, a higher winding slot
fill-factor is achieved [111].

4) INDEPENDENT PHASES
The mechanical independence of the phases leads to an easier
scaling of the number of phases. Neglecting the magnetic
coupling between the phases (which is not as strong as in
RFMs) enables a fast preliminary design process. Besides
benefits in production [215] this results in advantages, such
as the power-scaling of the machines and the exploitation of
installation space due to spatially distributed phases.

In [58], the power-scaling by the number of phases is pre-
sented. Especially the lower cost of a phase-modular design
with a single converter per module is pointed out. Cost-
reducing scale effects are predicted particularly for a design
with SMC off-tool parts.

A further advantage of mechanical independent phases
is the possibility to implement a flat design of a
TFM. Flat arrangements are challenging for conventional
machines [216]. Therefore, designs adapted to the construc-
tion space is considered such as the circumferential (Fig. 5b)
or distributed (Fig. 5c) arrangement of phases described in
section II.
In order to avoid problems at startup, at least two phases

with an electrical angle of π/2 should be used to generate
torque in every position of the shaft and to fix the direction
of movement [128], [217].
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5) FAULT TOLERANCE
With the double-sided stator design and the two windings of
the machine it is possible to improve the fault tolerance [194]
with an appropriate power electronics and control. This also
applies to a machine with multiple segments per phase with
appropriate design of the coils. Further, due to the spatially
separated phases it is expected to reduce the risk of a short-
circuit between the phases compared to RFMwith distributed
windings.

6) THERMAL
The concept of a TFM is beneficial in terms of thermal
properties. Because of themore tightly wound tangential coils
the higher surface contact improves thermal heat conductiv-
ity [95]. The stator teeth act as cooling vanes, enabling an
advantageous air cooling [18].

B. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Besides the above mentioned advantages of these machines,
unsatisfactory solutions for technical challenges still hinder
the broad application.

1) THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLUX PATH
Due to the asymmetry of the flux in 3D (so-called 3D
flux path), these machines have a complex structure. Con-
sequently, manufacturing and assembly of TFMs is often
elaborate and cost-intensive [18], [215]. There are different
approaches to arrange the soft magnetic components for flux
guidance to achieve a high torque density. Further details can
be found in section IV.

2) POLE PITCH
Typically, these machines have a high number of pole pairs
with a small mechanical pole pitch. Hence, angular mis-
alignments have a strong effect [218], which is a problem
especially for small machines [83]. Besides increasing costs
due to the demanding manufacturing tolerances, limitations
in position sensor capability are critical [47]. Even small
errors in measurement of the rotor angle influence the control
behavior of the machine in a negative way [35]. Additionally,
for a comparatively low speed there has to be a corresponding
high frequency of the current resulting in higher hysteresis
losses, eddy current losses, AC-copper losses, and inverter
losses. AC-effects should be considered for precise calcula-
tions of TFMs [219].

3) MODELING AND SIMULATION
Due to the three-dimensional flux path, the flux distribu-
tion characteristic has to be solved for a three-dimensional
geometry. With the longer calculation time compared to
problems of a two-dimensional geometry, the optimiza-
tion process with its typically high number of iterations
is time-intensive. In addition, the analytical modeling of
dynamics is challenging. Possible solutions are presented in
section V.

4) NOISE AND TORQUE RIPPLES
Due to the principle of function of TFMs, there is a large
derivation of the magnetic reluctance during one period of
movement. Hence, these machines have high cogging torque
as well as large torque ripple. Further, unbalanced magnetic
forces induce vibrations and cause noise [60], [146], [220]
or lead to destruction because of structural resonances [221].
There are several solutions to reduce these torque ripples,
either by control or by mechanical design, discussed in
section VI.

5) LOW POWER FACTOR
One major disadvantage of the TFM compared to conven-
tional RFM is the low power factor, causing the need for
highly overrated power converters [18], [154], [222]. Further
details are discussed in section VII.

6) MAGNETIC INSULATION BETWEEN THE PHASES
In order to obtain a magnetic decoupling, there has to be a
magnetic insulation between the single phases. Regularly, this
is implemented by an additional air gap in axial direction. The
gap has to be notably larger than the air gap between rotor
and stator [98], causing lower installation space utilization.
A possible solution is addressed in section IV. Experiments
have shown that the often presumed magnetic independence
of phases is conceivably not correct [223].

C. COMPARISON OF TFM WITH RFM AND AFM
In the following, a selection of papers is summarized. The
subject of these papers is the comparison of the TFM with
RFM and AFM principles. Due to the focus on specific
applications with different conditions, the papers are regarded
individually.

1) SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINES [111]
In [111], a SR-TFM and a SR-RFM are compared. The RFM
has a 12-8 configuration, the same outer (150mm) and bore
(90.5mm) diameter and a length of 210mm (TFM: 185mm).
Comparing the torque capability, the SR-TFM has a 50%
higher torque with only 67% of copper volume. A negative
influence on torque generation is the increased inductance of
SR-TFM, which reduces the slope of the current.

2) SERVO DRIVE [171]
In [171], a machine is designed in a housing of a commer-
cially available PM-RFM. The SM-PM-CP-TFM has signifi-
cantly higher torque than the PM-RFM (+50.5% in non-field
weakening area). This advantage is decreasing with increas-
ing speed demand (−9.5% at 3000min−1). Yet, the specific
tangential force σ of the TFM is −42.5% lower compared to
the RFM due to the difference of material properties (TFM:
SMC, RFM: laminated electrical steel) and the saturation at
a lower magnetic flux density. Nevertheless, the torque of the
TFM is higher because of a better utilization of volume and
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a larger air gap diameter for equal active diameters da of the
stators.

3) MOTOR FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE WITH LIMITED AXIAL
LENGTH [215]
AFEA based comparison of PermanentMagnet Synchronous
Motors (PMSMs) as RFM, AFM and CP-TFM is examined
in [215]. The machines have the same mass of PMs and
installation space. The TFM is beneficial especially in low-
speed operating points over a broad range of torque. Due to
high electrical load the SMC of the TFM is saturated earlier
compared to RFM made of electrical steel. The AFM is in
the highest and widest area of high efficiency (see Fig. 6).
Possible reasons for the superior properties are the double-
sided air gap of the AFM, the geometrical constraints with
a ratio of da/la = 4.0 which are atypical for a TFM (for
reference see Table 2) and the inner-rotor TFM-design of
the study. Measurements of the prototype of the AFM are
presented in [107].

FIGURE 6. Comparison of efficiency in dependence of operation point of
PMSMs as RFM, AFM, and TFM, based on [215]. Operating range of the
machines is outlined with solid lines, highlighted areas represent
efficiency η > 96%. The geometrical conditions with a ratio of da/la = 4.0
are atypical for the design of the TFM.

4) IN-WHEEL MOTOR [47]
Similarly, in [47], a comparison of RFM, AFM, and TFM
for an application as in-wheel motor with limitations in
installation space and inverter limits is presented. Analytical
calculations show a superiority of the TFM in torque density
and efficiency with a significant lower PM mass. Only the
low power factor is disadvantageous. A FEA reveals three-
dimensional leakage and saturation effects in SMC, reducing
the peak torque to only 46.7% of analytical prediction. Con-
sidering the results from the FEA, the TFM is inferior to the
RFM and the AFM.

5) TURRET APPLICATION WITH HIGH DIAMETER [224]
For an application with a high diameter (1.6m), the TFM is
disadvantageous compared to an RFM regarding efficiency

with similar torque density. The immense copper losses of
the TFM (0.6kW vs. 16.8kW) [224] are notable.

6) POWER TOOL APPLICATION [95]
By comparing an outer-rotor-RFM with a TFM of similar
installation space, in a measurement [95] the TFM has a 40%
higher steady-state torque Tmax at the same thermal limit.

7) SPACECRAFT APPLICATION [20]
Comparing a SM-PM-TFM to BLDC-RFMs simulative,
the TFM has the higher power density as well as torque
density [20].

8) DOWNHOLE APPLICATION [225]
In [225] PM-RFM, -AFM and -TFM are compared, conclud-
ing that the TFM has a high efficiency and a superior torque
density which is suited for low speed application. The RFM
has a better power factor, a simple construction, and is suited
for high speed application.

9) WIND TURBINE GENERATOR [54]
For a direct drive wind turbine generator, [54] analyti-
cally compares multiple PM-TFM-concepts with a PM-RFM,
thereby displaying a superior design of the TFMwith regards
to copper losses, power, torque, mass, and cost.

10) 10kW-MACHINES [226]
In [226], an RFM, AFM, and an SM-PM-UI-TFM with
the same power rating are compared. The RFM and AFM
are optimized by an analytical tool in combination with an
genetic multi-objective optimization. For the TFM, a single
design without optimization is considered. The RFM outper-
forms the AFM and the TFM in torque density and efficiency.
The TFM has a higher efficiency than the AFM but a lower
torque density.

11) ROBOTICS APPLICATION [170]
The machine designed in [170] is compared to commercially
available machines with a similar power rating. In Fig. 7, the
torque density τt,N in dependence of nominal output power
PN of the machines is graphically represented. The Brush-
less DC-Machines with a torque density superior to the TFM
are frame-less and therefore offer a high gravimetric torque
density. For the TFM peripheral weight like the housing is
included (τt,N of 0.95Nm

kg ). Considering only the active parts,
the TFM has a torque density τa,N of 1.78Nm

kg , which is higher

than that of all its competitors. The Hybrid-Steppers (HSs)
have a lower power density (13W

kg − 87W
kg ) than the TFM

(148.8W
kg ).

12) SUMMARIZED STATEMENT
In Table 1, the statements of multiple comparisons are sum-
marized. The comparisons show that there is potential to
increase the torque density and the efficiency due to the
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transverse flux design. However, it is challenging to select
and optimize a suitable design.

FIGURE 7. Torque density τt,N in dependence of nominal output power
PN of commercially available brush-less DC-machines (BLDC), frame-less
brush-less DC-machines (fBLDC), brushed DC-machines (BDC),
hybrid-steppers (HS), switched reluctance machine (SRM), and prototype
TFM, based on [170].

TABLE 1. Summarized statements about comparisons of different
machine principles.

D. COMPARISON OF TFMs
There are many options for the design of TFMsn, each of
them with their own characteristics.

1) CORE-STRUCTURE
In [131], a U-structure is compared to a UI-structure. The
UI-structure achieves significantly higher torque. Similarly,
a comparison in [160] outlines a performance which is two
times better with the additional I-core. By comparing the
C-core versus the U-core geometry after an optimization
process, the design of the C-core obtained a 10.5% lower
mass of active materials and a 5.56% higher specific tangen-
tial force [59]. Similar results for the superiority of C-core
TFM are obtained in [53]. The Z-core TFM is disadvan-
tageous compared to U-core type of same dimensions and
ratings [192] because of considerable leakage flux. In [48],

CP-structure is compared with a U-structure , giving a higher
torque density for the CP-TFM.

2) MATERIALS FOR FLUX GUIDANCE
The influence of the used materials for flux guidance is
discussed in section IV.

3) PROTOTYPES
Table 2 presents a collection of data of Prototype-TFMs
provided by the literature. The classification is conducted
according to section II. There is a distinction between maxi-
mum (max) and nominal (N) values relating to active massma
and total mass mt. Further, torque density τ is differentiated
in gravimetric and volumetric (V). The specific tangential
force σ relates to the cylindrical air gap surface of active
length la and air gap diameter dδ , the force is calculated with
the lever arm dδ/2.
Due to the enormous scope for designing the machines

and the limited number of prototypes, no reliable statements
about the interrelationships are possible. In general, there
is a correlation between an increased torque density and an
increased total torque or power. This also applies to other
types of machines. Machines with polepair-numbers p in the
range of 32-40 have the highest torque density. The best ratio
of da to la for a high torque density seems to be in the range
of 1.04 to 1.85.

TFMswith torque higher than≈ 80Nm are preferably built
with U/UI/C-cores, for lower torque the CP-core is preferred
(see Fig. 8). Stators with CP-cores are (with the exception
of the machine in [35], [227] which is assembled out of part-
shells) built by single shells of SMCwhich are limited in size.
Stators with U/UI/C-cores are usually assembled of multiple
core-elements. This is a possible reason for the choice of core-
structure in dependence of torque and thus the size of the
machine.

IV. INFLUENCE OF SOFT-MAGNETIC-MATERIALS
The most popular soft magnetic materials for construction of
electrical machines are laminated electrical steel sheets and
Soft-Magnetic-Composite (SMC), which differ in magnetic
saturation, hysteresis, and frequency dependent losses.

Typically, SMChas a lower relative permeability and is sat-
urated at a lower magnetic flux density compared to electrical
steel. Due to its micro-structure, SMC has a high specific
electric resistivity compared to electrical steel. Therefore,
the utilization of SMC is beneficial at higher operating fre-
quencies >1000Hz, whereas electrical steel is limited due to
increasing eddy current losses [36], [234].

Unconventional approaches such as amorphous steel con-
structions [235], [236] promise an increase in efficiency due
to the low magnetic losses, which are particularly significant
at high speeds. Due to its low prevalence, this approach can
be disregarded in the following.

The influence of the material properties on the design of
the machine will be presented below. However, a detailed
comparison of the material properties is not discussed here,
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TABLE 2. Overview of prototypes of rotating TFMs.

FIGURE 8. Nominal torque TN or maximum torque Tmax in dependence of
total mass mt or active mass ma with the additional information of the
core-structure of prototype TFMs, based on Table 2.

for further information regarding the application in electrical
machines please refer to [36], [234].

A. LAMINATED-STEEL MACHINES
Due to the anisotropic magnetic properties of laminated elec-
trical steel sheets [237], the lamination has to be oriented
according to the direction of the flux, which results in a
complex mechanical design. The assembling technologies of

TFMs used with traditional laminated steel are classified in
the following methods:

1) ADAPTED DESIGN FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL LAMINATED
STEEL
These designs [11], [153]–[155], [159], [238] enable the
utilization of electrical steel with beneficial magnetic proper-
ties, but highly limit the design possibilities. An example is
illustrated in Fig. 9. Because of the forces occurring between
these elements, the construction has to be reinforced with
paramagnetic materials [159].

FIGURE 9. Concept of 2D laminated electrical steel assembled and
reinforced with a paramagnetic carrier (not illustrated), based on [154].

2) 3D ASSEMBLY OF LAMINATED STEEL SUB-ASSEMBLIES
For the 3D assembly with smaller 2D sub-assemblies [38],
[40], [119], [148], [239], [240] (see in Fig. 10) it is impor-
tant to have an electrical insulation between the packages.
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Damaged insulation causes significant eddy current
losses [233].

FIGURE 10. Concept of 3D assembly of laminated electrical steel
sub-assemblies, based on [148].

3) BENDING OF STEEL SHEETS
Especially machines with bend laminations [17], [99], [100]
(see in Fig. 11) are challenging to manufacture in com-
pliance with the required tolerances [99]. There are multi-
ple problems contributing to the complicated manufacturing
process. Firstly, the magnetic properties are influenced by
the manufacturing process [36]. Furthermore, space-efficient
combined phase topology (topology in [97]) is not manufac-
turable [17]. Most importantly, due to the different bending
radii of each layer, the steel sheets tend to fan out [100].

FIGURE 11. Lamination concept of bend electrical steel sheets, based
on [17].

4) COMBINATION OF LAMINATED STEEL AND SMC
The hybrid-type [17], [18], [21], [110], [111], [166], [184],
[210] (see in Fig. 12) is a very promising concept, enabling
the utilization of both beneficial properties. However, the
SMC limits the overload capability of the machine because of
the low magnetic saturation level of the material [17] which
is a drawback of this concept.

B. SMC-MACHINES
Pure SMC-flux-path machines can for instance be found
in [34]–[36], [42], [178], [210], [241], [242]. In general,
the design of the machine has to be adapted in order to
benefit from the properties of SMC [36]. In contrast to
the anisotropic magnetic properties of laminated electrical
steel sheets, the isotropic SMC material allows the design
of complex geometries [210], [243]. The utilization of SMC

FIGURE 12. Hybrid lamination concept with a combination of laminated
steel and SMC, here with laminated teeth (light gray) and SMC-yoke (dark
gray).

shows a great potential for machines with complex three-
dimensional flux paths and structures [244]. The freedom in
the three-dimensional design of SMC components allows the
utilization of optimization strategies for a beneficial torque
density due to a better material utilization. In [92], a complete
design and optimizing process of a SMC-TFM is presented in
an analytical and numerical way. The geometry optimization
process to achieve a constant distribution of flux density is
outlined. Further, the well-known optimization strategy of
Tensile Triangles used in the field of mechanics in order
to reduce notch-stress allows to reduce induction fluctua-
tions significantly. Faults in the distribution of density of the
pressed powder may occur in the manufacturing process lead
to partial saturation affecting the flux distribution [210].

Further, SMC has the enormous disadvantage of a low
mechanical tensile strength. On the one hand, due to brit-
tleness the material breaks when subjected to shock loads,
especially in thin sections [238]. For a higher mechanical
strength of the system, SMC is often casted in resin with high
mineral percentage for good heat dissipation [232]. On the
other hand, the brittleness simplifies the separation of mate-
rials in disassembly and recycling processes [90].

Prototyping with SMC is difficult seeing as the expen-
sive pressing tool is not suited for single piece production.
Milling of a semi-finished blank product made of prototyp-
ing material is possible, but restrictions in design impede
congruence with a series product. Faults in geometry, such
as damaged corners and edges, occur due to the machining
process [245], [246].

C. COMPARISON OF LAMINATED-, HYBRID- AND
SMC-MACHINES
A comparison of laminated, hybrid or full-SMC machines
is given in [17], [99], [247]. In [17], a hybrid machine with
laminated and SMC yoke is compared to a bend laminated
machine. Prototypes have shown that the torque density of
the hybrid machine (24.5Nm/kg) is 27.6% higher than the bend
lamination machine (19.2Nm/kg) at rated current density of
6.5A/mm2. In [99], compared to a full SMC machine, a hybrid-
type has a 12% and a laminated-type has a 33% higher torque
density.

Regarding the cost of the machine, the material costs
per kg of SMC are approximately three times higher com-
pared to laminations [248]. Manufacturing processes of SMC
with mixing of material, pressing within a tool, and thermal
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treatment [37] are suited for higher lot productions. There-
fore, SMC is competitive with laminated machines in appli-
cations where cost and size are important [90]. Especially
the low number of parts required for the assembly of the
stator offers reduced manufacturing cost [223]. Compared to
a punching tool for production of steel sheets with an esti-
mated cost of 200, 000e, the pressing tool is about 25, 000e
to 70, 000e, depending on the geometry of the part [248].
The pressing process has the additional advantage of not
generating scrap material [90]. In addition, for an AFM it
is shown how the utilization of an intelligent design by the
use of SMC the size and thus the cost of the motor could
be reduced compared to a laminated machine with standard
design [248].

D. ADDITIONAL DESIGN TECHNIQUES
In reviewed papers several suggestions are illustrated for an
optimum design of the machine which depend on the choice
of materials and the associated opportunities.

1) PREVENTION OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL EDDY CURRENT
To eliminate additional losses especially for laminated
machines there has to be a gap avoiding a closed electrically
conductive path, preventing the flow of induced eddy current
in circumferentially direction [18], [110], [247] as shown in
Fig. 13. With this simple change in design, the core losses are
significantly reduced [247].

FIGURE 13. A gap in the lamination of electrical steel sheets (gray)
breaking circumferentially current (red) around the rotation axis which is
induced by mechanical and magnetic inaccuracies, based on [110].

2) ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF THE COIL
Another suggestion is based on the electrical resistance of
a ring coil which is increasing with diameter. Therefore,
an outer rotor design with a smaller diameter of the ring
winding is beneficial regarding the conductive losses [249].

3) OUTER ROTOR DESIGN
A further advantage of an outer rotor design is the better ratio
of air gap diameter to outer diameter because of a typically
thinner rotor compared to the thickness of the stator [145].

This results in a higher torque density because of the larger
air gap diameter.

4) CARRIER MATERIALS
With the typically highly saturated soft-magnetic parts caus-
ing leakage flux at high operating frequencies, eddy cur-
rents are induced in electrically conductive parts. Therefore,
aluminum carriers are not suited for the construction of
TFMs because of the high additional losses as discussed in
[145], [228]. Another example of a prototype with unaccept-
able losses in the aluminum carrier is given in [187]. Here,
the rotor losses are equal to 40% of the power defined by
the air gap based on results of a FEA. In conclusion, non-
conductive materials have to be used or the leakage has to
be reduced. [221], [250] point out the problems and resulting
requirements of the carriers. These consist of high stiffness,
high thermal conductivity, and electrical insulation. In order
to reduce noise, the core-structure is embedded in vibration
dampening polymer. For the prototype in [251], anAluminum
Oxide Ceramic is used as an alternative to metal construction.

5) MAGNETICALLY COUPLED PHASE DESIGN
Eliminating the magnetic insulation between the single
phases in [229] and [97] a magnetically coupled concept with
a combined flux-path is presented (see Fig. 14). Compared to
a magnetically decoupled machine of the same size, proto-
types with the same thermal limit have shown that the com-
bined flux-path machine has a 10.4% increased gravimetric
torque density [97]. In addition, the total number of SMC
components of a three phase machine is decreased from six
to four, with the drawback of non-identical geometries.

6) STATOR SEGMENTATION
The segmentation of single phases into phase segments as
presented in [52], [92] is beneficial regarding the torque
density and the amount of used of soft magnetic material. The
basic idea is to shorten the flux path and to increase the air gap
diameter preserving geometrical boundary conditions while
keeping the copper area constant (see Fig. 15). By separating
a single phase segment into two segments per phase, the
volumetric torque density is nearly tripled [92]. However,
there is a balance between the increase of the torque density
and the effort in production due to the number of parts.

7) STACKING DIRECTION OF PHASE-SEGMENTS
Furthermore, leakage flux may be taken into consideration.
In order to prevent leakage flux between the segments of
a phase, an optimized stacking direction has to be consid-
ered [93]. Additionally, in [93], the stacking sequence of
the phases is optimized in order to reduce the leakage flux
between the phases resulting in a magnetically coupled-phase
design with identical geometries.

8) ANGULAR ERRORS IN MANUFACTURING
Due to component tolerances, angular errors add up
when individual components are arranged and assembled
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FIGURE 14. Magnetically separated-phase design transformed in a
magnetically coupled-phase design with a common flux path, based
on [97].

FIGURE 15. Segmentation of a single phase element into multiple
(illustrated: two) elements with multiple coils. Due to this design, air gap
diameter dδ is increased, while copper area and geometrical constraints
(active diameter da and active length la) is keept constant. In addition,
the length of flux path is decreased.

circumferentially. For FC-PM-TFM this typically occurs dur-
ing assembly of the alternating soft magnetic and hard mag-
netic parts of the rotor assembly [252]. In order to avoid
those errors, appropriate measures have to be implemented
in design and production.

V. MODELING OF TFMs
Diverse modeling technologies are used to predict the behav-
ior during the early design phase, optimization process and

operation. An overview of the modeling methods used for the
TFM is provided in the following.

A. ANALYTICAL PRELIMINARY DESIGN
There have been various attempts and approaches to describe
TFMs with convenient analytical equations [8], [11], [149].
Due to the nonlinear characteristic, which result from the sat-
uration of the soft magnetic material and the complex three-
dimensional flux, some authors consider this as challenging
or even impossible [188], [253].

In [217], a complete electromagnetic design procedure
is purposed with a separation in two parts: an analytical
estimation and an optimization by 3D-FEA. The estimation
is conducted with the help of sizing factors known from
experience with previous prototypes.

In comparison with conventional machines for which the
fundamental wave of the magnetic flux density B1,δ is used
to estimate torque or induced voltage. This is not accurate for
TFMs because of the significant leakage flux. It is suggested
to use the maximum flux density of the saturated material
Bmax and a factor τS/τP considering angle of stator tooth τS and
pole pitch τP to estimate a B1,δ-value [163].

In [254], a leakage per unit factor is introduced for a
qualitative analysis which is proportional to the number of
pole pairs and inverse proportional to the length of the air
gap.

B. MAGNETIC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
In order to obtain an accurate analytical model, the Magnetic
Equivalent Circuit (MEC) using Hopkinson’s law to repre-
sent the main flux paths of the machines. MEC-modeling
of TFMs is found in many publications, conducted via the
reluctance [9], [56], [155], [194], [227], [229], [239], [241],
[249], [255]–[259] or via the permeance [1], [67], [117],
[119], [148], [260], [261] of magnetic circuit.

The flux distribution of the machine is difficult to describe
analytically. In order to solve this problem, one solution
which arises is the modeling via flux tubes, approximating
the flux-paths as presented in [1], [220], [261], [262].

An advanced solution is presented in [119], [170]. Using
the Schwarz-Christoffel integral, a conformal mapping of the
simplified air gap is discussed, resulting in a semi-analytical
calculation of the air gap flux density, thus achieving good
results compared to a FEA.

In [148], a laminated FC-PM-TFM is modeled by seg-
mentation in five planes perpendicular to the rotation axis,
considering saturation by adapting the permeability of the
corresponding elements.

In [227], [256], the reluctance of complex geometries,
including the claw structure and stray fields, is adjusted to
reference data obtained from FEA and measurements. The
influence of the saturation is included, resulting in an iterative
computation.

The leakage flux is difficult to model with a MEC and
therefore often neglected. This results in an offset to numer-
ical solutions which increases with the current due to the
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increasing leakage in combination with the saturation of the
soft magneticmaterial [119]. In [148], the leakage ismodeled
by additional permeances defined by Flux-Tubes. The MEC
is solved via nodal analysis, afterwards calculating the torque
via virtual displacement. The model is solved in only 6s,
which is significantly faster than FEA. In comparison to FEA,
the solution via MEC provides good results for low currents
of the stator-winding. For high currents, the results show
the weakness of coarse modeling by MEC. In this operating
point the influence of locally high saturation of soft magnetic
material is not represented, which leads to divergent Flux-
Tubes compared to the initial definition MEC-model [233].

C. GYRATOR-CAPACITOR-MODEL
Similar to the previously presented approach, the Gyrator-
Capacitor-Model (please find the basics in [249]) is used to
describe the TFM analytically with an equivalent circuit of
electrical elements. This approach has the major advantage
of the calculation of Maxwell’s force including influence of
saturation of soft magnetic material [249]. This is especially
important for TFMs, which typically have strongly saturated
soft magnetic parts. In comparison to MEC, magnetically
stored energy is modeled in the GyCap-Model [249]. The
MEC is still used as basis for building the GyCap-Model by
transferring single components into the new approach [263].
In [249], [263], an analytical GyCap-Model for the hard-
ware emulation of a TFM is presented and compared
to measurements.

D. MAGNETIC CHARGE AND IMAGING
The publications [78], [264]–[269] present a semi-analytical
computation of a SM-PM-TFM, based on a combination of
the model of magnetic charge and the method of images.
The force is calculated by the Lorentz force method, using
a modified but equivalent coil layout. The modification is
necessary in order to compute the Lorentz-Force analytically.
This model has an error rate of 10% related to the magnetic
flux density in the air gap compared to an FEA and 15%
related to electromotive force (EMF) compared to measure-
ments [264]. The semi-analytical computation is 51.7 times
faster than the FEA. Said error rate in [264] could be reduced
by using an iterative approach [269]. Disadvantages of the
method is the usage of magnetostatic equations. Therefore,
it is not possible to calculate the transient behavior of the
machine [78].

E. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Due to the complex flux path, the 3D-FEA is mainly used
for the prediction and optimization of the behavior of the
investigated arrangement. Therefore, this method is utilized
in several publications (e.g. in [60], [158], [183], [185],
[193], [237], [253], [255], [270]–[280]). With this calcula-
tion, leakage flux is investigated [163] and the influence of
nonlinear and anisotropic properties of the material is consid-
ered [237], thereby receiving results with good accordance on
measurements. A particular advantage is the consideration of

fringing and leakage flux, which have a decisive influence on
machine behavior [94].

A huge disadvantage is the time consuming calcula-
tion [119]. A simulation of a design including the calcula-
tion of 19 rotor positions, for instance, has a duration of
70min [237] while already using symmetry to reduce the
meshing area. Hence, the optimization processes with lots
of iterations are usually very time-intensive. In [124], [281],
an equivalent 2D model for a fast calculation is described,
accepting boundary effects which are not existent in a 3D
model. The comparison with a 3D-FEA shows almost iden-
tical results, quantitatively −2.39% deviation in torque from
2D to 3D-FEA [281].

F. CO-ENERGY
In [282], the calculation of torque via the magnetic co-energy
including saturation effects is presented. A polynomial func-
tion which approximates the flux linkage 9(i) for the
unaligned position of the rotor is obtained through a FEA,
whereby the flux linkage originating from the permanent
magnets is set to zero 9̂PM = 0. The functions for the other
positions are estimated by shifting the polynomial along the
i-axis by a current iS. The current iS represents an equivalent
current of PMs influencing flux linkage 9. The flux linkage
9̂PM is obtained through a FEA as well. With the help of
magnetic co-energy an equation for torque is introduced.
The validation by measurements show a good accordance.
A major disadvantage of this method is the derivation of
the initial 9(i)-curve, which must be determined by mea-
surement or FEA. Combining the analytical model presented
in [282] with [283], the calculation of the power factor cosϕ
is possible.

G. DYNAMIC LOOK-UP-TABLE-MODEL
For controller and circuit design of power electronics a
dynamic model of the TFM has to be established. Because of
the typically long simulation time, dynamics of every single
time step are not computed via 3D-FEA. Look-Up-Table-
based (LUT) models for simulations in the development of
controllers for electrical machines are used for TFMs as well.
The tables are parameterized by a 3D-FEA [253], [272],
[284], [285] or measurements [109]. The machine behavior
is defined by differential equations of motor phase, torque,
and mechanics. In [284], the phases are modeled separately
by tabulated data of the current i(9, εL,mech) and the torque
T (i, εL,mech) in dependence of the flux linkage 9, the rotor
angle εL,mech, and the current i. The design of the control for
the modeled TFM is presented in [60]. In [286], a simplified
mathematical model for dynamic simulation of reluctance
type TFM is proposed, but not validated through FEA or
experiments.

H. DYNAMIC OBSERVER AND NEURAL NETWORK-MODEL
A high gain observer and radial basis function networks are
utilized in [287]–[292] to model a FC-PM-TFM as a non-
linear system. Further, an adaptive control law is developed
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in order to compensate unknown nonlinear parts. Similarly,
in [188] a neural network is used to determine the dynamics
of a TFM.

Neural networks are a general purpose modeling approach
and therefore not limited to the modeling of the machine
behavior. They are used for controller design as well. In [293]
a control via a neural network in combination with a fuzzy
logic controller is presented.

VI. MINIMIZATION OF TORQUE RIPPLE
The reduction of torque ripple is either achieved via a
mechanical or a control approach. Popular approaches are
presented in the following, starting with the mechanical
solutions.

A. MECHANICAL
1) NUMBER OF PHASES
The number of phases has a direct influence on the torque
characteristic of the machine. The torque of magnetically
separated phases can be added by superposition-principle
in consideration of the mechanical angle of the phases. For
example the first harmonics of cogging torque of a 2-phase
TFM are compensated by each other [249]. For a smooth total
torque, additional control methods are required.

2) SKEWING
As is known from RFM, skewing of the stator or the
rotor is a method for minimizing cogging torque while
either lowering the performance of the machine or com-
plicating the design [294]. Applied to TFMs, there are
possibilities to skew stator-teeth [146], [295] or the rotor
[166], [296], [297]. Due to the reduced gradient of mag-
netic reluctance with simultaneous reduced effective tooth
area for torque production, the average torque is usually
decreasing with this approach [146]. Seen in the results of
a FEA, cogging torque could be reduced by 82% [295]
or 46.68% [146], accepting a comparatively high loss of
10% [295] or 9.21% [146] of average torque, respectively.

Based on the same effect, in [218] the stator teeth are not
skewed but axially tapered to achieve a lower 6th harmonic,
not giving quantified information about the effect.

Additionally, [298] presents a discrete skewed solution in
order to eliminate specially selected harmonics. The cogging
torque is decreased by 96% with this method.

3) OVERLAP OF STATOR TEETH
The overlap of the claw poles as one of the most influenc-
ing design parameters for a FC-PM-CP-TFM is investigated
in [299]. By optimizing the maximum output torque and
minimizing the cogging torque, an optimum value of around
30% overlap is found for this specific geometry. With an
overlap of 100%, the flux linkage between stator and rotor
is increased. Nevertheless, this solution is not equal to the
maximum torque. This originates from an increase in leakage
flux between neighboring stator teeth.

4) COMBINATIONS OF VARYING TOOTH SPAN
The tooth span (see Fig. 16) has an influence on the harmonics
of back-EMF and (cogging) torque. In order to reduce these
harmonics of back-EMF, cogging torque, and torque ripple
in [102], an investigation is presented. First, the influence of
the tooth span was examined. Subsequently, different com-
binations of teeth with various spans within one machine
are considered, reducing cogging torque by 90% and torque
ripple by 65% accepting a loss of 5% of the average torque
with the selected combination referring to the 120◦-tooth span
basic model. An additional investigation of the combination
of different tooth spans can be found in [300] with a reduc-
tion of torque ripple by 80.1% and an increase in average
torque of 0.5%.

FIGURE 16. Design parameter of the tooth span of a single tooth,
affecting the harmonics of back-EMF, cogging torque, and torque ripple.
The tooth span and combinations of teeth with different tooth spans are
used as an optimization parameter for the minimization of torque ripple.

5) SHIFT OF STATOR POLES
Further, there is the possibility to shift single pole pairs by
a defined additional pitch-angle in order to suppress har-
monics (see Fig. 17). In [136], this method results in an
almost sinusoidal torque curve, limiting harmonics up to the
10th harmonic to less than 3%of the fundamental wave ampli-
tude. In [103], the cogging torque was reduced by 73.8%
while increasing the average torque by 3.5% at the same
magnetomotive force (MMF). This was conducted with the
method of pitched poles, aimed to suppress the dominant
6th harmonic. In addition, total harmonic distortion in Back-
EMF (Line-Line) was reduced from 3.30% to only 0.64%.
In [300], good results were also achieved by shifting complete
stator disks. Results for the combination of variable tooth-
span and pitched-poles are presented in [31], [301]. In [31],
the investigation of simple, convex or wave shaped pole
pieces of the rotor is added. These publications point out the
enormous potential of combined small geometrical changes
to specifically influence undesirable harmonics in order to
tune the machine to an optimum design.

6) SKEWING OF PHASE SEGMENTS
An additional method to minimize cogging torque is the
skewing of phase segments, investigated for a SM-PM-CP-
TFM. In [171], [173], [302], the cogging torque of a k = 2
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FIGURE 17. Method of an additional shift angle between the stator poles
in order to suppress harmonics.

phase segmented machine was reduced by 82.9%, accepting
a loss of 3.4% of the average torque compared to the non-
skewed machine. The main idea is to reduce the dominating
mth harmonic of cogging torque by the destructive interfer-
ence of the k phase segments expressed by the mechanical
skewing of angle ϑ defined as in (1).

ϑ =
π

k · p · m
(1)

This method is limited by the accuracy of manufacturing with
increased demands of precision within increasing number of
pole pairs, phase segments or phases.

B. CONTROL-METHODS
Compared to RFMs, TFMs do not use a rotating field for
torque generation but an alternating field [128]. Nevertheless,
known methods for the control of synchronous machines as
the Field-Oriented-Control (FOC) are applicable [83], includ-
ing Maximum Torque per Ampere or Maximum Efficiency
Control Strategies [303]. Even sensor-less control methods
via Direct Torque Control [304] or Hysteresis Control [227]
are possible. Consequently, control methods for the torque
ripple minimization of conventional machines are utilized for
TFMs as well.

1) CURRENT SHAPING - ITERATIVE
The approach presented in [305] could also be applied to
TFMs. In this publication the generation of currents is inves-
tigated, producing torque opposite to the torque ripple of
the machine. The current shape is iteratively calculated and
selected by the criteria of the peak current value, additional
copper losses or the current harmonic factor. The demanded
high accuracy referring to the symmetry of the phases and the
angle is problematic, resulting in an arduous achievement of a
torque ripple of 1%. This is even more challenging for TFMs
because of the small pole pitch and the additional tolerances
from the assembly of the phases.

2) CURRENT SHAPING - BASED ON LOOK-UP-TABLE
A similar approach is discussed and experimentally proven
for a linear TFM in [306], [307]. The current shaping is based
on a Look-up-Table (LUT) providing information about the

force in dependency of current and position of the single
phases. The force demand of a cascaded speed controller is
individually set by a force allocator to an optimum without
torque ripple for each phase. With the inverted LUT, the
current demand is calculated and set by a current control.
Results show a highly improved dynamic behavior during
a positioning task. Disadvantages are the static LUTs which
have to be measured for every machine. Further, this method
of controlling single phases by one H-bridge is not cost-
effective for e.g. converters suitable for three phase machine
designs. For a rotating two-phase FC-PM-TFM this approach
is stated in [214] and for a four-phase SR-TFM in [308].

3) CURRENT SHAPING - MODEL-BASED
In [260], based on a model of a TFM built as angle-dependent
equivalent magnetic circuit, the currents are calculated to
result in a constant torque. Additionally, a feed-forward con-
trol of rotationally induced voltages is implemented. Har-
monics are effectively reduced, but only in a limited operating
range due to the limited bandwidth of the closed-loop current
control.

4) BALANCING OF PHASE-CURRENTS
To take asymmetries of the machine into account, an online
estimation of machine parameters and utilization of the
parameters in a control with a feed-forward scheme is ben-
eficial for the reduction of the torque ripple. In [309], this
is presented for stator resistances of an RFM, significantly
reducing torque ripple of the harmonic corresponding to
asymmetrical phases.

VII. POWER FACTOR
A frequently mentioned disadvantage of TFMs is the power
factor. Thus, this section is dedicated to discuss said topic in
detail with focus on the PM-TFM in Field-Oriented-Control.

A. IMPACT OF THE POWER FACTOR
One major disadvantage of TFMs is the low power factor.
Especially at high current operating points, power factors as
low as 0.34 [105] may occur. The power factor cos(ϕ) is
defined as ratio of real power P and apparent power S of AC
systems. With a lower power factor, the power rating and the
losses of the drive inverter increases [222], [310] and preserve
the drive system from obtaining a high power density [16].
In order to be able to compete with other machine principles
for the broad usage in applications, an estimated power factor
cos(ϕ) > 0.7 needs to be reached [169].

B. COMPARISON OF MACHINES
In [170], the power factor of an outer-rotor TFM for robotic
applications is compared with an outer-rotor RFM used in
modern robotic joints. The measured power factor cos(ϕ)
of the TFM is in the range of 0.70 < cos(ϕ) < 0.98.
Measurements show a decrease of the power factor with an
increase of the torque. The RFM has a continual high power
factor 0.985 < cos(ϕ) < 1.0 over the entire operating range.
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In [171], the power factor of the TFM is directly compared
to the power factor of an RFM of similar size via mea-
surement. Both machines are operated in nominal operation,
defined by the thermal limit in continuous operation. The
TFM has a power factor of approx. 0.67 < cos(ϕ) < 0.81,
slightly increasing with speed. The RFM has a power factor
of approx. 0.58 < cos(ϕ) < 0.77 with a maximum in the
speed curve. Hence, the TFM is superior.

In [48], the power factor of simulated TFMs with CP-core
and U-core with different pole pair numbers is in the range of
0.18 < cos(ϕ) < 0.23. This is significantly lower compared
to an RFM with cos(ϕ) = 0.86 of the same size. However,
the power factor of the TFMs is not optimized.

Materials for flux guidance have an influence on the power
factor, as can be seen in [99]. By comparing a full-SMC
versus a hybrid machine, the latter has a higher power factor
(cos(ϕ) = 0.4 vs. cos(ϕ) = 0.62).
In Table 3 the power factor of different TFMs is compared,

showing a large span with different results. The power factors
of the considered machines are dependent on the operating
point. Based on the few examples, no reliable correlation
regarding the classification is identified.

TABLE 3. Comparison of the power factor of rotating TFMs.

C. REASON FOR THE LOW POWER FACTOR
The reasons for the typically low power factor are not uni-
formly described.

Many authors point to the high leakage flux of the struc-
ture as the main reason for the low power factor [78], [266],
[310], [312]. For Instance, in [310] almost 80% of flux
caused by the armature current is identified as leakage. Ref-
erence [159] identifies the high leakage reactance Xσ as a
reason for the low power factor. For TFMs, the leakage reac-
tance is typically higher than the armature reaction (mutual)
inductances (Xσ > Xm,d and Xσ > Xm,d), for well-designed
PMSM the leakage reactance is generally smaller (Xσ <

Xm,d) [159]. The complex 3D-structure of the TFM with

the multiple core elements allows for many possibilities for
fringing and leakage flux paths, which are not occurring in
conventional machines [78].

In [310], [313], not only the leakage but also the inef-
fective use of flux produced by the magnets is stated as
an additional reason. It is demonstrated that the flux of the
magnets which are not in aligned position during the rotation
decrease the total flux by crossing the air gap in opposite
direction to the main flux (caused by the armature current).
To sum up, the low power factor is not only caused by leakage
but also by electromagnetic interaction of neighboring oppos-
ing poles.

With the appearance of saturated soft magnetic parts of
the stator by the flux caused by armature current in [217],
an additional attempt is presented to explain the lower power
factor at higher torques. In operation points of high torque,
the reluctance of the flux path of the PMs increases because
of the saturation due to the flux resulting from armature
current. As a result, the flux linkage of the PMs decreases
due to higher leakage flux and thus the induced EMF. This is
confirmed by measurements [170], which show a decrease in
9̂PM with an increase in i1q.

D. INFLUENCES AND SENSITIVITY
With increased specific volumetric torque the machines tend
to have a lower power factor [310], thus offering only
limited possibilities for improvements by electromagnetic
design [222], [254]. The power factor can be predicted
for instance by a phasor-diagram commonly used for con-
ventional synchronous machines [229], [310]. Assuming
neglected ohmic losses and pure i1q-current in stationary
operation, the power factor is calculated by (2).

cosϕ = cos
(
tan−1

(
IqXq
Ui

))
(2)

During operation, the power factor cos(ϕ) decreases with
an increase of torque and thus with an increase of current
[159], [169], confirmed with measurements [228]. Addition-
ally, the measurements in [228] confirm the independence
of rotational speed and the power factor [145], [310]. The
independence from the speed is explained by the induced
voltage and the stator reactance, which are both proportional
to the speed [145].

An explanation for the decreasing power factor with an
increase of the torque T can be found in an analysis presented
in [254].With a simplified assumption of the leakage flux, the
proportionality of the torque T to the electrical loading A and
the flux density in the air gap Bδ is discussed (3).

T ∝ ·A · Bδ (3)

Inversely, the product of the current Iq and the reactance Xq
divided by the induced voltage Ui is proportional to the ratio
of the electrical loading A and the flux density in the air
gap Bδ (4). With a higher ratio of armature reactance versus
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induced voltage the power factor decreases [222], [283].

IqXq
Ui
∝

A
Bδ

(4)

Including limitations of the flux density in the air gap Bδ due
to material properties, the further increase of the torque T is
only possible with an increase of the electrical loadingA and a
decrease of the power factor. Similarly, in [314] an analytical
model is presented pointing out the correlation between a
decreasing power factor and a rising specific tangential force
for the same PM excitation.

Other designs, such as the combined phase design, illus-
trated in Fig. 14b, improve the torque density but increase the
inductance of the machine, leading to a negative impact on
the power factor.

E. IMPROVEMENT OF POWER FACTOR
As stated previously, the optimization of the power factor by
electromagnetic design with a simultaneous high torque den-
sity is limited. In [313] it is mentioned that the reason for the
low power factor is often a focus on the torque density during
the optimization process, neglecting the power factor. This is
substantiated by the study [313], which shows that in regions
of high torque a small increase in torque results in a high
loss of the power factor. This is schematically represented
with Fig. 18. The with the number of the pole pairs initially
increasing torque-curve reaches a maximum and decreases
again. The curve of the power factor continuously decreases
with an increase of the pole pair number. In conclusion, small
losses in the torque density have a high impact on the power
factor. For the influence of single-design parameters with
analytically computed effects, please refer to [255].

FIGURE 18. Qualitative curves of torque T and power factor cos(ϕ) in
dependence of pole pairs p, based on data given in [313].

Improved control methods offer additional opportunities.
Not directly improving the power factor but the impact on the
converter rating, the operation mode of the converter in [13]
is switched from sinusoidal to trapezoidal operation above
80% of the maximum speed. This allows for a reduction of
the converter rating.

With an additional direct-axis current i1d, the power fac-
tor is influenced and enhanced, even in the typically non-
field-weakening area. Due to the weakened field of the

permanentmagnets causing significant lower iron-losses with
a small increase in ohmic losses from the additional current,
the efficiency is improved as well [229]. This influence is
analytically discussed in [283].

In order to gain an additional degree of freedom, an electri-
cal excited TFM or a mechanical solution [315] may be ben-
eficial regarding the power factor. Due to a variable induced
voltage by the controllable rotor excitation, the power factor
is adjustable. This statement has to be validated in future
research.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Within this work, an extensive state of the art relating to
Transverse Flux Machines (TFMs) is summarized in a con-
cise form. The superiority of the TFM strongly depends on
the specific applications. Especially in direct drive applica-
tions with a demand of a high torque at low speeds, TFMs
demonstrate advantages. Consequently, the operation in the
generator mode for renewable energies or themotor operation
in the mobility-, robotics-, and automation field are important
areas of applications.

The high torque density and efficiency are confirmed by
various prototypes. The disadvantage of a high torque ripple
is handled by methods of mechanical design and control.

The mechanical assembly, the complex system behavior,
and the low power factor at high torque output are chal-
lenges which still require satisfactory solutions. The usage
of Soft-Magnetic-Composite enables amodular power-scaled
concept for the series production with the disadvantage of a
low torque overload capability. Even today, niche applica-
tions are feasible. The improvement of the power factor is
physically limited by the Soft-Magnetic-Material and could
be seen as trade-off between this and the torque density.
Additional possibilities are offered by control methods or
new materials. There is still a need for research in relation to
manufacturingmethods, materials, andmodelingmethods for
a faster optimization. Differences in the thermal behavior of
these machines are insufficiently studied and offer additional
potential.
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